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Tonight Fair: Wednes
day Cloudy With
Rain or Snow
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near Torreon and had won a victory
reached the state department here to
The report came from Consul
day.
General lianna at Monterey, who said
he heard that Torreon had been re
lleved.
From southern Mexico official ad
vices tell of revolutionary activities
at Jalisco. Two small bands of re'i
els, or marauders, are said to be rov
ing about the state. In Guadalajara
AT THE POINT OF GUNS THEY the capital, 1,000 rebels are reported
to be hold away. The reports say
STEAL FIVE HORSES AND A
'
that they are not considere
however,
SADDLE FROM TEXANS
dangerous. It is reported that Henry
C. Hanna is well and safe at Durango
Railway communication with that
ADOPTED
IS
A NEW MOHO
city, however, is still interrupted.
Senator Culberson of Texas today
JUSAND
LIBERTY
"REFORM,
arranged to discuss with President
OF
Taft tomorrow the situation in Mex
TICE" IS WATCHWORD
ico
and the need for more troops on
TROOPERS
OROZCO'S
the border. Many iclegrams from
chambers of commerce in Texas cities
GUTIERREZ IS CONSERVATIVE asking for more troops have been re
ceived by the war department.
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is Easier to Make
Excuses Than to
Make a Living
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A REHEARING

$

Vaity 7faxim

REQUESTED

DEMANDSOFHARD

Washington, March 12. Attorney
General Wlckersham indicated today
that there was a strong likelihood of
a rehearing being asked of the su
preme court In the "Patent mono-- 1
poiy case aeciaea yesteruay Dy a
divided bench, four to three. He said
he had take the matter up with the
parties at issue. The government, not
being a party to the suit can act only
through the defeated parties. The OPERATORS ARE PREPARING
rehearing would be asked on the
REPLEY TO REQUEST
ground that a full bench had not passOF MINERS.
ed on the case.

KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
Kansas City. March 12. Cattle, re

j

-

-

DEMURRERS FILED

ceipts 4.000, including 400 southerns
Market strong. Native steers $5.7
08.75; southern steers $5.6007
'southern cows and heifers $3.25
5.50; native cows and heifers $3f
6.75; stockers and feeders $4.35
6.50; bulls $45.50; calves $408.25:
western steers $5.5007.25; western
cows $3.5005.50.
IN DYNAMITE CON
A
DEFENDANTS
INITIATIVE
M'DONALD
WANTS
Hogs,
receipts 7,500. Market
cents
Bulk
sales
PROVIof
$6.50
AND REFERENDUM
SPIRACY
higher.
CASE A8K DISMIS6.70; heavy $6.656.75: packers and
SION FOR NEW MEXICO
SAL OF CHARGES
butchers $6.556.75; lights $6.40
6.65: pigs $55.50.
NO WAGE INCREASE GRANTED
LAWS
SUGGESTS
RADICAL
Sheep, receipts 10,000. Market stea ARRAIGNED IN INDIANAPOLIS
INFORMATION
dy. Muttons $3.500 5.55: lambs $6
ASKED FOR
Washington, March 12 The house NEITHER WILL SHORTER WORK- 07.10; fed wethers and yearlings $4 FORTY-SIWISHES ESTABLISHMENT OF A
OF
THE ACCUSED
6: fed ewes $35.10.
today adopted a resolution calling on
ING DAY NOR
STATE BANKING COMMISSION
MEN WERE PRESENT TO BE
the department of Justice to make
TON BE ALLOWED.
AT EARLY DATE
ARRAIGNED
known whether the departmen
was
NEW YORK STATE LEAGUE
investigating any "smelter trust" in
12.
N.
March
Y.,
The
Syracuse,
the United States, whether the Amer TROUDLE
BREWS IN GERMANY baseball club owners of the New York SOME SERVING PRISON TERMS
PROPOSES FREE TEXTJOOKS
ican Smelting and Refining company
State league rounded up at the Yates
was connected with It and with other
hotel in this city this afterncon to
STRIKE-RIDDEIN
CHIEF EXECUTIVE WOULD HAVE prosecutions which had been begun RIOTS OCCURRING
WITH
agree upon a schedule and complete OTHERS NOT PRESENT ARE UN
HOPES TO RAISE MONEY
or were In contemplation. The reso
LOVETT NOT ILL
,
DISTRICTS
OF
THE
STATE
SUPPLIES
FURNISH
other arrangements for the coming
DER INDICTMENT
IN STATE
OF TAINT TO
NO SHADOW
lution was a substitute from the judi
Salt Lake City, March 12. Judge
season. The schedule which will
FATHERLAND.
FOR
SCHOOLS
OF
CALIFORNIA
CAUSE
INSURRECTO
HELP
R. S. Lovett, chairman of the execu
ciary committee for one introduced by
probably be adopted by the league
tive committee of the Union Pacific
Representative Martin of Colorado.
provides for a season of 126 games,
New
A
12
March
subcommtk
York,
12.
N.
Four
Santa Fe,
M., March
Indianapolis, March 12. Demurrers
El Paso, Tex., March 12. Armed railway was much annoyed this morn
April 25 and closing the sec
opening
tee of anthratcite coal operators was
amendments to the state constitution
to indictments against forty-sidein
ond
week
Mexican rebels crossed the river Into ing over the rumors printed In the
September.
to meet again today for the
were
prepared
in
his
to
In
recommended
the
fendants
message
prosegovernment's
was
seriousCAN RAISE ASSESSMENTS
El Paso county yesterday afternoon uewsiwipers here that he
purpose of completing the draft of
the state legislature by Governor Mccution of the alleged dynamiting con- Washington, Mach 12. A decision the
and took five horses and a saddle ly ill. He was up early this morning Donald
the demands of the
refusing
reply
to
one
remove
this
were filed before Judge A. B.
the
noon;
declaring that an importer can appeal nard coal workers. The draft was DUROLAR LOOTS STORE piracy
from residents of the United States and attended a meeting with local
Anderson
the
imposed
by
language
qualification
by counsel for the indicted
official
of
L.
tho
Harriman
E.
Deshazo,
from an assessment of duty by a colsystems.
near Fabens, Texas.
practlcalTy completed yesterday. The
men when they were arraigned in the
one to provide for the lector
act;
enabling
at
at
Lovett
was
and
left
here
who
on
Judge
party
customs
the
of
that
a real estate man,
ground
reply is to be gTv'en to the miners' repinitiative and referendum; one for a the assessment was too
10 o'clock for the east.
ON RAILROAD AVENUE federal court today. Eight of the
low, was ren- resentatives and its form is believed
Fabens yesterday, brought the report
fifty-fou- r
more
defendants were not present.
the dered by the United States court of
equitable
apportionment,
Perez,
Eugene
of the raid 'today.
to be such as to permit the miners to
for
Zoline
of Chicago, one of the
fourth
of
educathe
consolidation
Elijah
customs appeals today. The decision, submit a
manager of a store at Fabens, lost
pew proposition.
for
the
tional
institutions
and
SANNER
ESTABvarious
SECOND
HAND
attorneys
defendants, began
gov
other
according to customs experts, means
the saddle and horse and the
BAD WEATHER DELAYS erning boards.
The operators will decline the inthe argument in support of a motion
LISHMENT ROBBED OF GOODS
Mexthat
form
can
manufacturers
a
test
import
animals were taken
crease of twenty per cent in wages
to quash the Indictments on the.
TO VALUE OF $40.
Among the more radical recommen
shipment and appeal to the customs on the
icans working in fields on the Texas
ground that the miners are
that many of them charged
dations that he made are the creation court to
ground
WORK
OF
COURT
IDE
border.
more
get
protection through already obtaining an automatic inside of the international
Last night the second hand store of the same offense of conspiracy
of a state hanking commission, the
higher duties.
crease. The demand for collection of Edward Sanner on Railroad avenue
explosives from state to
abolishing of the offices of coal oil
dues
be
will
union
the
Juarez
to
Returns
state
by
companies
was
to
UNION
COUNTY'S
broken
IN
ROADS
and
ARE
into
the
Illegally.
of
insur
Rojas
goods
nspeotor, suiperintendenU
refused on the ground that a statute value of between $35 and $40 were
NO PERSONALITIES ALLOWED
BAD CONDITION
AND WITance and parole officer, the creation
Judge Anderson interrupted Mr. ZoChihauhua, March 12 "Reform,
of
makes
state
of
the
enbe
Pennsylvania
line
with a statement that the motion
will
12.
off.
thief
carried
The
ATTEND.
March
made
a
After
his
a
NESSES
CANNOT
of
Washington,
legal holiday to be known as
liberty and justice" hereafter
this
to
illegal.
the Indictments on tho
official
a
in
trance
the
all
conference
of
in
quash
text
free
words
,'oronado
by
by
today,
breaking
panel
Aus
participated
books,
day,
the concluding
r
eight-houof
an
of
store.
rear
The
Chief
demand
for
the
at
door
Bad
handithe
President
ground
confusing mulipilcity "was
day
weather has seriously
Taft, Senator Crane of
tralian ballot, increase of mounted podocuments in that zone controlled by
absurd."
to
was
Interof
Coles
the
Ben
the
called
is
Police
Director
because
conduction
the
of
of
business
of
many
the
"effective
more
opposed
suffrage,
Massachusetts,
capped
lice
of
control
McKinley
of
the
force,
instead
rebels
rigid
"These defendants' will never go to
submitted by Madero of the March term of the district court liquor traffic, local and county option, the Tafti campaign bureau, and Sec- ruptions which make it Impracticable. secene of the robbery elite morning,
no
to
to
to
no
of
without thoroughly understand
or
demand
11
trace
the
trial
The
but
clue
witobstacle
the
foi
the
pay
union
to
Because
identity
the
"liberty
county.
for
Hilles,
retary
revolution
absolute
all
forms of
thepresident,
penalizing of
during his
found. The man ing what they are cnarged with," he
and constitution" used throughout the nesses were unable to reach Clayton, gambling, an inheritance tax, direct became known that hereafter the lit- the miners at the rate of 2,000 pounds the robber could be
with three revolv said. "They will not be embarrassed
Attorney primaries, advisory primariesfor seh; erary end of thw Taft bureau would per ton Is that the operators are now made his
Diaz regime. The change was order- the county seat, District
.44
ton
caliber and the or confused in this court. The motion
two
of
tothe
and
the
concar,
ers,
long
being
Remley requested the court to
ed by Governor Felipe Gutierrez
ators, adoption of income tax amend- not indulge in personalities nor in paying by
.45 frame. All the is overruled."
on
a
Is
standard.
as
a
a
used
of
other
2,240
new
a
tinue
of
number
older
the
criminal
pounds
The
on
Colonel
official
decree.
Roosevelt.
ment, a corrupt practices act and attacks
day in an
Attorney Alfred Hovey then at
has
guns were Colts. Two silver watches,
governor of Chihuahua is a conserva- cases on the docket. The court
publicity and limitation of campaign
.32 cal- tacked the Indictments, denying there
for
a
a
holster
several
razors,
been
later
in
to
busily engaged
trying
Police Used Sabres.
tive. He has refused permission
expenses. Both republicans and demiber pistol, a silk shirt waist, several was a showing that the defendants
cases. Practically every name in the ocrats of the
joint session applaudBerlin, March 12. Five policemen
hold prize fights In Juarez although
knives, a sweater and other had unlawfully conveyed explosives
pocket
the
was
drawn before
sport jury wheel
ed the message.
and many strikers were injured in a articles of small value made up the on passenger trains.
American promoters of the
were
.
and
Dussel-dorfempanpetit juries
riot near Hamborn, district of
TODAY IN CONGRESS.
there offered to pay handsomely for grand
The absent defendants were John
list of stolen goods.
the deputy sheriffs being unable
today, in which 2,000 striking
of
the privilege. Gutierrez replied that eled,
bold in making J. McNamara, secretary-treasure- r
was
TERM
ANOTHER
intrduer
HOOPER
FOR
The
summon
to
to
get into the country
coal miners attacked the forty offic- his entrance
ince
more honorable means must be used
association
a
out
Reworkers
12.
the
iron
March
panel
breaking
by
Nashville, Tenn.,
from the more remote districts.
ers on guard with revolvers and in the rear door, as the second hand 1905, now serving a fourteen years'
to augment the revolutionary funds. jurors
publicans of Tennessee assembled in
12. Senate: In
March
had
it
been
The
although
Washington,
with
grand
jury,
Orozco's
The
stones.
police charged
orders were issued at
store is between two restaurants that sentence in San Quentln penitentiary.
convention here today to nominate session 2 p. m.
send in session several days, had not redrawn sabres.
'
remain
open all night, and he ran the California; James B. McNamara, servheadquarters this morning to,
state
a
of
officers.
ticket
complete
turned any true bills when court adFinance committee agreed to vote
poand
strikers
between
Collisions
south a train load of horses to the
risk of attracting the attention of the ing life sentence in San Quentin peniof Governor Ben
journed Saturday evening for the The renomdnation
Thursday on house steel tariff revi- lice and
occurred
today
men of Salazar's column, which yet
Some
W.
interest sion bill.
employes of these places and being tentiary for having blown up the Los
Hooier is assured.
week end.
in six or eight localities in the coal re- caught at work. A similar robbery Angeles Times building; Ortie McMan- Is moving slowly on foot toward the
to
the
added
is
convention
the
by
Losses to cattle and sheep men in
House: Met at noon.
gions. At several praces workers was committed at the Sanner store igal, Eugene A. Clancy and Olaf A.
little federal garrison at Santa Rosato have been bearing it may have upon the secare
said
Union
Resumed debate of agricultural ap- were stoned and the police used their
county
A
small
lia in the Camargo district.
three years ago, at which time the Tveitmoe, San Francisco; John J. Mcto
in
be
state
held
ond
convention
bill.
heavy as the result of the cold and
propriation
strikers.
train
the
In
John
of
horse
the
sabres
worth
unknown;
whereabouts
$75
with
dispelling
men
Cray,
escort, accompanying
got away
snow. Travel is said to have become May for the selection of delegates to
Freight rates of the steel corporaand Edward E. Phillips of
will join the column. It is probable so difficult on the roads of the coun- the national convention. The regular
goods.
exwere
subsidiaries
railroad
tion's
sent
be
and
will
Mr.
Sanner
of
force
It is the opinion
Syracuse, New York, resisting re
that Rojas and his
Conference In Britain.
ty that many people were obliged to state organization already has declar- plained to Stanley investigating com
one
garthe
that
Coles
Ben
moval to Indianapolis.
Police
to
of
of
Chief
strengthen
Juarez
to
back
abandon their vehicles and ride to the ed for Taft, but it is known that
London, March 12. The British man did the
mittee by G. M. Freer.
was taken
Most prominent among the indicted
as
nothing
job,
rison there.
Wat
conferin
missionary work is being
nearest habitations on horseback.
announced owners and coal miners
Littleton
one
Representative
off
carried
not
leave
not
men
be
by
here today were Prank M. Ryan
could
that
himself
may
Orozco
Premier
of the
and buggies are report- carried on in the interest
he would introduce bill to meet the ence under the presidency of
on of Chicago, president of the iron work
are
work
at
nntn h main body of his Many wagonB
The
police
person.
the foreign office for three
ed as still standing in the thorough Roosevelt candidacy.
"legalized monopoly" patent decision Asquith at
and hope to come across ers' association; John T. Butler of
forces has pushed back the federals fares where they were lett several
hours without reaching a the robbery
half
and
a
court.
down
handed
by supreme
Torto
will lead to the arrest Buffalo, first vice presidjnt, and Herhalf
that
way
about
something
from Jimenez,
NEW YORK PLUMBERS MEET,
their owners. The rain
basis for a settlement of the dispute.
ago
by
days
General
insular
Rogers,
the bert S. Hockin of Detroit, second vice
Brigadier
been
reon. Juan Sarabia who has
until eleven of the robber and recovery of
12. At
the
Troy, N. Y., March
and sleet storm that visited this local
treasbureau chief, told the committee In- The meeting adjourned
the
and
Orozco
stolen
goods.
with
president and acting secretary
here conferring
tomorrow morning. Sir Edand Sunday opening session today of the New
afternoon
o'clock
Saturday
ity
case
he
that
beRay's
urer.
vestigating Major
and Sir
members of the central junta in
morning developed into a heavy snow York State Master Plumbers associa- assumed all responsibility for, the de wor rirov Rldnev Ruxton
Never before in the history of tie
half of the liberal party whose can- in Union county, adding 10 the diffi- tion the. members were cordially wei
in transmitting some of papers George Asquith participated.
courts have so many n",e
was
lay
federal
vice
ELECTION
the
for
presidency
STATEDOOD
didate
culties already ecountered by the cat- corned by President John H. Moran in the case.
in a single proCMll,
indicted
here
been
Fernando Igleslas Calderon, left
annual co;i
tle and sheep men. The work of the This is the twenty-fourton de
resolution
the wide interest m
of
calling
Adopted
because
where
and
from
Paso
El
this morning for
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET.
March term of court is said to be pro- vention of the organization and th.
COUNTY
to
make
known
wa3 crowded
of
COST
courtroom
justice
$1,500 the case the
he probably will return to Mexico gressing more rapidly this week, as sessions will be held today and to partment
New York, March 12. The trading
1
the
Anderso
ar'e to
was
A.
B.
whether
it
investigating
in
before
firm
Judge
Orozco has remained
City.
on the stock market fell to minor proadverse weather conditions are morrow at Germania Hall. The local 'smelter trust."
the
the bench.
his statements that It is too early to becoming less of a handicap.
master plumbers have made extensive
portions before noon today and the LARGE NUMBER OF CANDIDATES
even
name even a provisional president,
an
maintained
market barely
arrangements for the entertainment.
AND THE BLUE BALLOT ADCALENDAR
ON THE PUGILISTIC
not even Bmilio Vasquez Gomez.
of the visiting members.
balance. In none of the active isDED TO EXPENSE.
New York, March 12. V hat
LAWYER QUOTES THE sues did fluctuations exceed trac
There are now here three members
to be the only opportunity meof the central junta, David de La CHICA60 Gil KPANY BUYS
tions. The only issues to snow a
FORMER BANKER ON TRIAL
The cost to San Miguel county of
Paulino
fans will have this
and
Rueda
Fuente, Pollcarpio
range to a point were Western Union the first ;tate and county election, tropolitan fight
Guthrie, Okla., March 12. The case
like a firat-clas- s
week
see
to
anything
ValGOMMADMENT
TENTH
Martinez.
Improvement in the in- LANDS
Lehigh
and Anaconda Copper.
WATROUS of Frank S. Westfall, the former Sa
which was held last November, was
afforded by
will
be
shown
attraction
been
by
e
dustrial situation has
ley, the feature of yesterday's early $1,500.
County Clerk Lorensso
pulpa banker under indictment on a
tomorrow
club
coal
Athletic
of
Madison
a
of
the
here
were
arrival
quantity
inthe
has compiled all the bills
of making false reports to the
activity, was included. Bonds
charge
Cross
and
Leach
and coke which will enable the smelt SIX THOUSAND ACRES WILL BE staie banking board, was called for "THOU SHALT NOT COVET" TEXT steady.
curred Incident to the election, the night, when
Hogan will clash in a
er to continue operations. Mining is
IN
CASE OF
OF ADDRESS
The undertone became better when county ommissioners having Ordered
DIVIDED INTO FARMS AND
in the district court here today
trial
The bout will be the
battle.
va amfunenml bv the inability to
executed
were
He
MAGNATES
claims.
SUGAR
SOLD
liberal buying leaders
the payment of all the
After the failure of the Sapulpa bank
A. C. in several
Madison
at
the
first
in the Hill and Copper issues. The will send a statement of the cost of
import lynh,mite.
of which he was president, Westfall
ll looks strong enough to
but
and
Madero
of
weeks,
manner
10
the
of
state
returned
12
After
New York, March
The tenth mere important shareB
Six thousand acres of land in the went to Arizona, where he was sub
the election to the secretary
his followers, Pascual Orozco and vicinity of Watrous have been pur- sequently arrested and returned here commandment,
not their high prices of the morning or at Santa Fe, as required by law. In pack the bi' hall to the doors.
"Thou shalt
thn revolutionists he leads, are to chased by Kreis and company of Chi- for trial.
covet" was read to the jury by United above. Some Increase in the general connection with statehood three elec
MEET'
have their representatives at Wash cago, a concern which is interested
Sates District Attorney Wise today market resulted from the improve- tions were held, the first being for BOILER MANUFACTURERS
Prie-ANew Orleans, La., March 12. Im- in his opening argument, in the case ment in the leaders but the bulk ol the selection of delegates to the con- ington. Manuel Lujan and Juan
MICHIGAN "DRYS" MEET
in real estate in many countries of
B.
Quemper, both well known local the world in addition to large holdThomas, the buying was concentrated in the stitutional convention, the second foi portant business will be transacted
Lansing, Mich., March 12. A two against Washington
d
attorneys, left this morning for the ings in the United States. It Is said days' convention of Michigan "drys" chairman of the American Sugar Re- Hill and Harriman eroup and a few the ratification of the constitution and interesting papers concerning
before
boiler
and
of
the
the
of
to
GreVt
tank:
election
rious
American capital
place
Northern prefer
the third for the
phases
that the Intention of the company opened here today with former Gov fining company; John E. Parsons, the specialties.
'
American first state and county officers. The industry will be presented during
President Taft the merits of the re- Is to bond the lands and utilize the ernor Glenn of North Carolina and 83 year old lawyer, former chief coun- red, Northern Pacific,
an-government paid the expenses four days of the twenty-fourtworkers on sel for the company, and three asso- Smeltine and Anaconda advanced 1
volutionary cause. The commission money thus derived for improve- several noted
w.
named by Orozco and his coun-sej!- s ments. The land will be sold in the list of speakers. The chief pur- ciates, charged with criminal viola- to
the first two elections. By reason nual convention of the American
.association,
in the belief that their belli- - tracts to farmers and it is expected pose of the demonstration is to im tion of the ' Sherman law.
The market cl
Irregular. At- - of the fact that a large number of Boiler Manufacturers'
ue
to the industrials candidates were voted upon and the which opened here today with a large
rewjumcu.
Attorney Wise then told the gov tention was direel
that a large number of thrifty agri- press upon the state administratioi
feaBucy migiw.
Nearttional advances. voters were obliged to vote on the and representative attendance.
culturists! who w4H frrove valuable the necessity for legislation against ernment's theory of the manner In again by some
amendment
all the prominent boiler manufacseparately,
constitutional
was
ly
ment
m
saloon
American
which
brewery-owneslight
Elsewhere
will
New
locate
the
the
to
and
Mexico
citizens
the
Refining
Sugar
Battle
Win
against
Federals
was the turing and supply concerns of the
12. Rumors upon the farms. The land is said to the surety bonding law, which gives company influenced its
competitor, ly downward and1 ittle remained of the election las: November
March
Washington.
held in San Mi- United States aud of Canada are
ever
most
thi
enexpensive
of
the
Steel,
in
States
the
rise
a
be
to
one
had
suited
Sugar Refining
Pennsylvania
monopoly
United)
dry farming
admirably
bonding company
that Mexican federal troops
stocks.
guel county.
the business in Michigan.
battle purposes.
company, to close its $1,000,000 plant. coalers and wesW
gaged the revolutionists in
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TESTIMONY
MEMBERS OF THE FIRST NEW

n r

OF FIVE WOMEN

MEXICO STATE LEGISLATURE

1

m

NEW SPRING

1

MILLINERY

Proves That Lydia E. Pink-hamVegetable Compound Is Reliable.
Reedviile, Ore. "I can truly recom- 's

The stale senate consist of 24 mem-Bvans, John T., democrat, ChaveB
bers elected for four years.
Only county.
- ...... ...
"J -to all women
.if,, uiuio
citizens who have resided in the state
Cage, Hugh M , democrat, Eddy Compound
who are
passing
at least three years at the time of county.
through the Change of Life, as it made
me
a well woman after
election and are at least 2." years of
Garcia, Rafael, democrat, Bernalillo
suffering three years. "
age are eligible. There are in the county.
Mrs. Maky Boo art,
democrat. Grant
Godell, A. s
present stain senate sven democrats,
RecJvilic, Oregon.
two progressive republicans and i"
republicans. One contest is likely to
be filed by Aniceto Abeytla, republican, against Abelino Romero,
pro
gressive republican. If won by the
would
contestant, the republicans
s
have exactly
majority, but
even without that, the democras do
vote in the senate.
not have one-thirThe state senators, alphabetically ar
ranged are:
Alldredge, C. H., democrat. Quay
county.
Barth, Isaac, democrat, Bernalillo
county.
Bowman, J. M.. republican, Otero
county.
Burns, Thomas D. republican, Rio
Arriba county.
San
Claris, John S., republican,
Miguel county.
Orampton, E. 0, republican, Colfax
county.
Fred P., democrat, Eddy
Doepp,
county.
Evans, A. J., democrat, Roosevelt
county.
Galleos, Engenio R, republican,
Vnion county.
Taos
Hartt,
Squire, republican
county.
Hlnkle, .lames P. democrat, Chaves
county.
Holt, Herbert B., republican, Dona
Ana county.
Ilfeld, Louis C republican, San Miguel county.
Langhren, C. ,T republican, Luna
county.
Mabry, Thomns J., democrat, Curry
county.
William M., republican,
McCoy,
Torrance county.
Mlera,
Bptmenlo A., republican,
Sandoval county.
Navarro, Juan, republican, Mora
county.
Page, Gregory, republican, McKin-le- y
county.
Pankey, Benjamin P., republican,
Santa Fe county.
reRomero, Abelino, progressive
publican, Socorro county.
Romero, Boleslo,
republican, Valencia county.
Sulzer. J, P., progressive republican, Bernalillo county.
B.,
Walton, William
democrat,
Orant county.
two-third-

d

House

The house consists of 49 members,
of whom 16 are democrats, three are
progressive republicans, and 30 republicans. Contests will be brought
flfSfnst four members by republicans
and If decided in favor of the contestants would give the house, too,
s
republican majority, but
even if the contestees retain their
seats, the democrats will not have
vote. The members of the
house alphabetically arranged are:
Baca, Miguel A., republican, Valencia county.
Baca, Ramon L., republican, Santa
Fe county.
Blanchard, W. E., republican, Lincoln county.
Boulware, Robert H., republican,
Grant county.
Burg, John B., progressive republican, Bernalillo county
Campbell, J. W., democrat, Quay
county.
Carter, P. E., democrat, Roosevelt
county.
Casados, Juan D., democrat, Union
county.
Catron, Charles C, republican, Santa
Fe county.
Chaves, James W., republican, Torrance county.
ChTisman, W. H., republican, San
Juan county.
Clancy, Juan J., republican, Guadalupe county.
Thomas F., republican,
Cooney,
Socorro county.
Cordova, Manuel, republican, Taos
county.
De Baca, Marcos C, progressive
republican, Sandoval county.
Charles
Downs,
P., republican.
Otero county.

.two-third-

one-thir-

Gurule,

Martinez,

M.

C,

democrat,

Colfax

county.
Duncan,
republican.
McGilllvray,
McKinley county.
Montoya, Luis R., republican, Taos

county.
Moreno,
Prescillano,
republican,
Dona Ana county.
James W., democrat,
Mullens,
('haves county.
Nichols, W. W., democrat, Curry
county.
Padilla, Zacarias,
republican, Valencia county.

Quintana,

Francisco,

republican,

San Miguel county.
Rogers, W. E., democrat, Chaves
county.
Sanchez, Rlas,
republican, Mora
county.
Skidmore, J. 1?., republican, Colfax
county.
S.
Smith,
J., democrat Luna
county.
Toombs, O. T., republican, Union
county.
Tripp, George W. republican, San
Miguel county.
Trujillo, Julian C, republican, Rio
Arriba county.
Tuokettv George H. democrat, Sierra

county.
TuHy, James
coln county, i

V.,

republican,

Vargas, A. D., republican, Rio
riba county.
Young, John A., republican,
Kinley county.

Lin-

Mc-

K. D,

G00D4LL, East

Mi8hawaka,Ind.-- " Wo-

.MriOin 8uer,

men passing through the
Change of Life can take
nothing better than Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable
1
am
my friends

Compound.

because of what

done forme.

Bauer,

rs.

it has
Chas.

523 E. Marion

T

..;,,,,
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spring term of the United States district court which convened here today. Huffman has been at liberty on
$25,000 ball since his arrest here last
fall.

ta Fe at Topeka, stated that it cost
the Santa Fe not. less than $35,000
to feed the snow hound passengers
west of Hutchinson in the last few
snow storms.
Traveling Passenger
Agent Curtis estimated that at least
50,000 meals were served to passen
gers free of charge.
"It is pretty hard to estimate accurately the exact number of meals
our company has served free of cost
to the marooned passengers on our
trains," said Mr. Curtis, "but I think
50,000 would be a conservative estimate. These meals cost 50 cents each
and up to a dollar in some Instances.
From these figures, it is very easy
to compute the probable cost.
"The laws of Kansas do not require
railway companies to feed passengers
who are delayed as a result of the
action of the elements; however the
Santa Fe, following the policies map
ped out by its president, Mr. Ripley
believed that courtesy was due them.
"The feeding of passengers, how
ever, is but one item of expense sus
tained by the company, as a result
of the blizzards. The loss In traffic
receipts, the employment of thousands of extra men and other expens
es, represent the real heavy losses
that nave been checked up."

troubles but none that we can recommend as highly as this for we know that
the Itch at once. We can
give you a trial size bottle for 26 cents
that will be enough to prove It
Of course all other druggists have
D.D.D. Prescription go to them It you
"
EJECTION
can't come to us but don't accept some
big profit substitute.
N. H., March 12. At a
Concord,
But If vou come to our store, we ant
so certain of what D.D.D. will do for you special state election J today delegates
inai we oner you a iuh size ooitie on were selected to the convention which
this frtiarantee: Tf you do not find that
It takes awnv the Itch AT ONCE. It is to frame a new (constitution for
costs you not a cent.
New Hampshire. Tb
convention is
to meet in Concord 4mh' In June.
Vegas, New Mexico.
D.D.D. stops

"CON-CON-

Us

166&
m

NOTICE

OF SUIT

State of New Mexico
In the District Court.
State of New Mexico, Plaintiff.
vs.

No.

7384.

R. L. Brown

and Thomas Carson, and
the land, real estate and property
described in the complaint, De
fendants.
You, the above named defendants,
are hereby notified that a suit has
been commenced against you in the
district court for the Fourth Judicial
District sitting within and for the
County of San Miguel, In the State
of New Mexico, by the above named
plaintiff, the State of New Mexico,
the object of the said suit being (to
collect the sum of One Hundred and
Twenty-eigh- t
($12800) Dollars with
costs and penalties, together with the
costs of this action, the said taxes
having been duly assessed in your
names for the year 1910 against the
Lot
following described property:
and improvements on the northeast
corner of the Plaza, in the Town of
Las Vegas, in Precinct No. 5, San
Miguel County, New Mexico, and for
the forseclosure of the Hen of the
State of New Mexico. Unless you
appear or cause your appearance to
be entered in the said action before
the 20th day of April, A. D. 1912, Judgment will be taken against you and
against the said property by default
and the said property will be sold to
satisfy the lien of the State of New
Mexico for all of the said taxes, costs
and penalties.
Plaintiffs attorney is Charles W. O.
Ward, district attorney, whose
and business address is Las

8TOP AND CONSIDER
The value of getting good goods at
the store where price meets purse.
In selecting anything from our complete and up to date jewelry stock
remember that you are assured of
wares that are of guaranteed excel
lence.
We have built up the business of our store by pleasing every
patron and making of every patron
an advertiser. We manufacture beautiful filigree Jewelry. Sabino Lujan,
Bridge street.

TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY

Take LAXATIVE
BROMO
Quinine
Tablets. Druggists refund money If
it falls to cure. E. W. GROVE'S signature Is on eacu box. 25c.

THIS IS EASY
It Is easy for prospective hostesses
to find pretty trophies at the Bally
Curio store, which is selling all china
at cost for a limited time. Even If
you are not entertaining during Lent
you can find a nice piece of China for
use when the society whirly begins
once more. The stock is large and
WERE YOU PREPARED
For the sudden blizzard that ot there is much room for selection.
scended from the north Monday night?
Were your coal bins full? If not call
IN UNCERTAIN WEATHER
up the Coors Lumber company and
The safest and surest way to travel
order fuel. Orders will be filled with is with a horse. We carry a full line
out delay.
of livery outfits and are prepared to
furnish drivers If necessary. We also
PROTECTION
are supplied with a fine line of good
Against the cold blasts that bring carriages and prompt, courteous serpneumonia, grip and disagreeable vice is guaranteed. M. L. Cooley, Livcolds upon their breath is afforded by eryman.
chamois vests and chest protectors.
The Schaefer pharmacy 'carries a full A Cold La Grippe, Then Pneumonia
You can be comfortable and Is too often the fatal sequence, and
line.
free from the fear of catching cold coughs that hang on weaken the system and lower the vital resistance.
If you wear one of these handy arFoley's Honey and Tar Compound is a
ticles. Schaefer's, opera house block. reliable medicine that stops the cough
LOUISIANA POLITICS
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug promptly
by
healing the cause;
New Orleans, La., March 12. The
Co.
soothes the inflamed air passages,
first preliminary step in the national
and checks the cold. Keep always on
GOOD SHOW COMING
hand. Refuse substitutes.
O.
G.
political campaign in Tjouisiana was
Messers Duncan and Browne, man- Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
taken today, when the democratic
agers of the Duncan opera house, have
state central committee met to decide
WHAT IS THE REA80N
completed arrangements for the pro
matter
of
the
presidential primaries
For the fact that the Ideal Sanitary
duction here on March 27 of "Madame
for the selection of delegates to 'the
dairy is constantly gaining new cusSherry." This pretty comic opera is tomers and is
Baltimore convention. There appears
holding its old patrons?
sure to draw a large audience, as It Is Because It furnishes
to be a growing demand among the
the best, purest
filled with catchy music and is staged
democrats for a presidential preferand richest, milk. The milk Is absoby a good cast. Play going folk will
ence primary and the adoption of the
lutely free from contamination. It is
receive the announcement of its com- handled in sterilized rooms
The Vegas, New Mexico.
system is regarded as likely.
by scienTXRENZO DELGADO.
ing with genuine pleasure.
republicans are expected to adhere to (Seal)
tific processes. Try the Ideal's milk
Clerk, Distri t Court.
the convention plan of naming their
a while and you will never change.
EASTER IS COMING.
delegates to the national convention.
Lent is a good time for ladies to
Sentiment among the republicans of
JOHN CHINAMAN
SALE OF TIMBER,
reflect on what kind of a hat they Usually is caricatured as a laundry-man- ,
Louisiana is divided between Taft N. M., February 21. 1912. Albuquerque,
Sealed bids are
going to get for Easter. Remem
and Roosevelt.
but in all China there is no man
marked outside "Timber Sale, General Notice, PecoB, February 20, 1912" ber Mrs. Frank Strass is arranging for who has reduced the business of launRAILROAD POLICY CHIEF ISSUE and addressed to the District Forest- her spring opening, at which will be dering to the exact science that have
er, Albuquerque, New Mexico will be displayed all the latest shapes and modern inventors. The Las
Victoria, B.C., March 12. Nomina- received
Vegas
up to and Including 29th day
tions for the British Columbia par- of March, 1912 for all the merchant- models In the season's millinery. The Steam Laundry has one of the linest
liament, which was dissolvel two able dry tie post timber standing or wonderful millinery display will be an laundries in New Mexico. The work
The down marked for cutting by a Forest event of importance. Mrs. Frank and the service rendered is the best
weeks ago, took place today.
officer located on an area to be defin- Strass, milliner, uouglas avenue.
McBnlde government is preparing to
proof.
itely designated by a Forest officer
with
the
a
vigorous campaign,
wage
before cutting begins in that part S
premier's recently announced policy of T. 16 N., R. 11 E. and of the S
in regards to railroad development as of T. 16 N., R. 12 E. that is included
within the Forest and all of sections
the chief issue.
19, 20, 29 and 30 within T. 16 N., R.
13 E. and all of T. 15 N., R. 11 E., T.
14 N. Rs. 11 and 12 E., that are included within the Forest, estimated to
be 50,000 dry cedar posts, more or
HIS
lass. No bid of less than $.03 per
post will be considerd and a deposit
payable to the order of the
HEART ofFirst$50.00National
NOT
Bank of Albuquerque,
AND
New Mexico must be sent to that
Red Facts In Regard To F. R. bank for each bid submitted to the
District Forester. Timber upon valid
Huffman's Illness. Relief 0b
claims is exempt from sale. The
tained By Curing His
right to reject any and all bids Is reserved. For further information and
Stomach Ailments.
LOS ANGELES,
PHOENIX,
SAN DPI),
regulations governing sales address
Waynesville.N.C. Mr. F. R. Huffman, Forest Supervisor, Pecos National
SAN FRANCISCO AND INTERMEDIATES.
ArNew Mexico.
of this city, says : "I suffered dreadfully Forest,C. Santa Fe,
thur
District Forester.
Ringland,
with what 1 thought was heart trouble,
LIBERAL STOP OVER
and tried various medicines in vain.
ATTENTION
ELK8
I
PRIVILEGE
After other remedies had failed, Thed-forHave you had your photograph
restored me to made for the new
lodge rom? Water
For'Further Information Call on or Write
health. I would not feel safe without man Is malting sittings and the picin the house. I considei tures are proving as good or a little
better than the quality usually turned
it worth its weight in gold.
D.
It cured my indigestion, and by this out by that high class photographer
means I was restored to health. 1 can Better arrange for a sitting today
not express my gratitude for its benefits." Waterman, the Plaza.
Good health depends on the condition
Poor digestion and
of your digestion.
good health do not go together.
will
Thedford's Black-Draugthoroughly cleanse and set in order yout
y

1

TO SIFT $20,000 THEFT CHARGE
12. The
March
Lynchburg, Va.,
case
of George E. Huffman,
the
Rockingham county postal clerk who
Is charged with the theft of $20,000
from the registered mails, is the most
Important matter to come up at the

I3TABLSHED

St,

Mishawaka, Ind.
Alton Station, Ky.-"F- or
months I suffered from
troubles inconsequence of
my age and thought I
could not live. Lydia E.
THE DOCTOR'S QUESTION
Pinkham's Vegetable Much Sickness Due to Bowel Disorder
Compound made me well
A doctor's first question when conand I wtnt other Biiffan'nor
.
women to know about it.
sulted by a patient Is, "Are your bow
Mrs. EMMA BAILEY, Alton els regular?" He knows that 98 per
Station. Kv.
cent of illness is attended with inac''
Deisiem No Flair
,,- bowels and torpid liver, and that
tive
through Change of Life and felt very
unu.
uuuiu iiol sieeu anu was very this condition must be removed gent-land thoroughly before health can
Compound restored me to perfect health
lie
restored.
anu i wouia not De witnout it
Mrs.
F. M. Thorn, Deisem, No. Dak.
a positive,
Rexall Orderlies are
pleasant, and safe remedy for consti
pation and bowel disorders in gener
al. We are so certain of their great
curative value that we promise to re
EPIGRAMS FROM "MADAME
turn the purchasher's money in every
SHERRY"
case when they fail to produce entire
satisfaction.
f
Rexall Orderlies are eaten like
There's one thing harder than pay candy, they act quietly, and aid
ing a creditor; that's dodging him.
producing a soothing, strengthening,
healing influence on the entire inMillionaires are the only
people testinal tract.
They do not purge,
who can afford to have debts.
gripe, cause nausea, flatulence, excea
sive looseness, diarrhoea, or other fart
Some are born musicians, some ac
They are especially
noying effect.
quire music, and the rest have music good for children, weak persons, r
thrust upon tbem.
old folks. Three sizes, 10c, .."?., and
50c.
Sold only at our stove The
Did you ever get In as the clock
Rexall Store. E. G. Marphey
struck one and your your wife struck
too?

WESTERN
LAND SHOW OPENS
COSTLY SNOW STORMS
I)s Angeles, Calif., March 12. The In an Interview given out In west
oiiening today of the great land show, ern Kansas recently W. J. Curtis,
with interesting exhibits from
traveling passenger agent of the San-

Why Salves Can't Core Eczema
Since the.
theory of curing eczema through the blood has been
given up by scientists, many different
salves nave been trlea ror sKin diseases.
But it has been found that these salves
only clog the pores and cannot penetrate
to the Inner skin below the epidermis
where the eczema (terms are lodged.
This the quality of penetrating
probably explains the tremendous success of the well known liquid eczema
remedy, oil of wlntergreen, thymol, glycerine, etc., as compounded in D.D.D.
Prescription.
We have sold other remedies for skin

lymnia SL, New Orleans.

feverishness, constipation, teething
A woman is happy whose children
disorders, headache and stomach
Used by mothers for 12 are younger than herself.
troubles
jcaers. THESE POWDERS NEVHR
FAIL.
Sold by all drug stores,
In every man there Is an Adam
25c.
Don't
accept any substitute.
who
bites at the apple.
AFREE.
mailed
Sample
Address,
llen S. Olmsted, Le Roy, N. Y.

March 2S.

which possess a style and individuality obtainable
in no other line. The entire line is now ready for
your inspection. Come in and see them.

TOM BLONDEAU, 1541 Po- -

A closed cab Is the kind that al
CHILDREN WHO ARE SICKLY
goes slower.
ways
Mothers who value their own comfort and the welfare of their childTo be on the safe side of matri
ren, should never be without a box
of Mother Gray's Sweet Powders (or mony, marry either a bachelor or a
Children, for use throughout the sea- widower.
son
relieve
They break up colds,

western states attracted thousands of
visitors to this ci ty, among them many
land seekers from the east and other
sections of the United States. The
exhibits showing the resources and
possibilities of the various sections of
the western states are extremely in
terest lng and one of the most promin
ent features is the government exhibit-showinthe progress of government
work In agriculture, irrigation
and
forestry. The exhibition will close on

GAGE HATS

Change of Life was
troubled with hot flashes,
weak and dizzy spells and
backache. I was not fit for
anything until I took Lydia E, Pinkham's Vegetable Compound which
proved worth its weight
in cold tnmo "M
flia.

Many a man labors under a mis
apprehension who never was known
to labor under any other circumstan
ces.

Ar-

attractive. New shapes, color combinations and trimmings gives an exceptional variety from which to choose. Our line includes the
famous

New
La.
" When Orleans,
passing through
the
I

county.
Toinae A. progressive reBernalillo
county.
publican,
Hilton, Conrad A., republican. So'
corro county.
J.
U democrat. Quay
House,
county.
Iabadie, Tranquilino. republican.
Guadalupe county.
Llewellyn, W. H. H., republican,
Dona Ana county.
ixmato, Jose, republican, San Mi
guel county.
democrat. Mora
Lopez, Remigio,
county.
Love, Florence, democrat, Eddy
county.
Rio
Lucero, Jose P.
republican.
Arriba county.
Manzanares, Manuel P., republican,
Guadalupe county.

is unsstially

post-offic-

H3

COLONIST RATES

TROUBLE

TO

ARIZONA. CALIFORNIA. MEXICO
THE NORTHWEST.

OF

On Sale March 1st. to April 15th.

ds

Black-Draug-

Black-Draug-

ht

$25

M M

ht

L

ht

digestive system.
It has done this for others, during the
past 70 years, and is today the most
popular vegetable liver remedy on the
market. Try it.
Insist on Thedford's. Price 25c.

m
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What's The Matter
With Your Baby?

IEACH FROM THE

EARTH TO THE
MOON

TUESDAY,

MARCH

THRCt

12, 1912.

I Pulling Off I

NEWS FROM THE
STATE CAPITAL

The young mother and many an St. Pueblo, Colo., and Mrs. Ida A. Blinold one, too is often puzzled to know ker, 755 So. Grant St., Denver, Colo.,
the cause of her child's ill nature. the only laxative given is Dr.
The loudness of its crying does not
Syrup-PepsiIt has been
necessarily indicate the seriousness found to answer most perfectly mil
of its trouble. It may have nothing the purposes of a
laxative, and its
more the matter with it than a head- very mildness and freedom from
gripache or a feeling of general dullness. ing recommend It
especially for the
It cannot, of course, describe its feel use of children, women, and old foll:s
ings, but as a preliminary measure generally people who need a gent'c
you aro Bafe in tryin a ml,d
'iv bowel stimulant. Thousands of AmerXine times out of ten, you will find ican families have been enthusiastic
it Is all the child needs, for its rest- about it for more than a
quarter cf

Santa Fe, N. M., March 12. Airre-- i
Chavez was sentenced to not less tha
one year and not more than eighteen
months on his own plea of guilty of
the larceny of live stock by Judge E
U. Abbott in the district court.
Resources Commission.
V4 ., ..
Tha V.. ... ....
...... resources
com
mission held an important
nueuaance 'JIM man
. ' .omon
Lnna, Secretary W. A. f ,.m
...s u..-u.iu Ainur Soliftiur.n. Ac
u..,B were audited and ordered

Women who bear children and remain healthy are those who prepare

their systems in advance of baby's
Unless the mother aids
coming.
work the crisis
nature ln its pre-natfinds her system unequal to the demands made upon it, and she is often
left with weakened health or chronic
ailments.
No remedy Is so truly a
help to nature as Mother's Friend,
and no expectant mother should fail
to use lt.
It relieves the pain and
discomfort caused by the strain on
the ligaments, makes pliant and elastic those fibres and muscles which
nature is expanding, prevents numbness of limbs, and soothes the Inflam
mation of breast glands. The system
being thus prepared by Mother's
Friend dispels the fear that the crisis
may not be safely met
Mother's
Friend assures a speedy and complete
recovery for the mother, and she is
left a healthy woman to anlov th
rearing 01 ner
child.
Mother's
Friend is sold at

By CLnudln.

Siatoi

144, sad that there wast no possible
for the wretchee. He aad av
constable to assist la the aires.
sad If there was any resistance some
Hs hoped to
one would be stilled.
make the arrests before nine o'clock,
bat might not find time to return and
glre the particulars before next moen-ta- g.

It was 11 o'clock Thursday forenoon when the constable drove up
In front of the Bennett house, with again. With him there was a
RAILROAD
TRACKAGE
IN
THIS
Miss Nellie Bennett looking out of man, the same who had been
COUNTRY AMOUNTS TO 350,000
one of the parlor windows on the In the snow. The constable did not
bighwsy .the horse and oc utter being seem to be In bounding spirits, and
MILES.
driven by a stranger met with dis- - the young man hung back a little.
runner of the though there was a grin on his face.
aster. The
d
The 2,100,000 freight cars of the
suttee struck an Icy lump and waa
"Ladles, both," said the officer,
railroads of the United States, valued
lifted up until the cutter waa upset when the house had been entered,
The driver was pitched out Into the "this young gent is Mr. Joe Gale. I
at $2,500,000,0000, and capable of
snow, but hung to the linos and am sorry to say that I can't sires
a
147,0000,0000,0000
at
holding
pounds
topped the borss after being drugged aim for murder, because he didn't kill
time, are sufficient to form a single
a couple of rods.
old She p. He never meant to kill
are per- a century.
paid.
train around the earth at the latitude lessness and jeevishnes8
nor him.
Miss Nellie neither screamed
He stands here an Innocent
to
bowdue
obstruction
of
the
Board of Education to Meet
of Chicago, says the Bankers' Maga- haps
Anyone wishing to make a trial of
fainted away. She saw the man get young man just as innocent as as
els, and once that has been remedied this remedy before
The new state board of education
zine.
buying it In the
up. right the cutter and drive away. that fireplace over there."
the headache, the sluggishness and regular way of a
will
meet next Monday In the office
And that wss all there waa to lt for
at
Joe Gale blushed and bowed sad
In them are hauled annually over
fifty
druggist
the many other evidences of consti-latio- cents or one dollar a
of Superintendent Alvan N. White
.he moment. Her eye caught some- felt his position an embarrassing oust
at
1,500,000,000 tons of freight, each ton
large bottle
and indigestion will
thing fluttering after be had disap- while mother sad daughter looked f
quickly (family size! can have a sample bot- the capital. The new board consists
of which is carried 151 miles. This is
peared, and she walked out and th constable la wonder.
of the following:
disappear.
Dr.
c.
M.
to
Lieht
tle
ton
to
one
almost
sent
the
equal
home free of charge
hauling
Close to lt
picked up a handkerchief.
"Yes, ladles all," continued the
Don't give the little one salts, caSilver City; Superintendent Bonifacio
miles.
These things had been
lay a letter.
"he did get a letter from the
thartic pills or nasty waters, for these by simply addressing Dr. W. B. Cald- Montoya, Bernalillo; Dr. M. D. TayThe 46,000 passenger cars of the will act
dragged from his pockets. The hand- postoffice, aad he did lose lt ln front
as purgatives, and they are well. 405 Washington, St., Monticello, lor. Aztec; Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts. orug stores.
kerchief gave her no clue to the of this house. That letter spoke of
railroads of the United States, valued too
Las Vegas; Superintendent C. C. Hill Write for our free
strong for a child. In the families 111. Your name and address on
man's Identity, but the superscription bloody affair to come off last night
at $300,000,000 are capaole of seating of Mrs.
book
for
expectS. S. Slaughter, 1325 Spruce postal will do.
on the
Roswell.
was ln a business Miss Nelly, who found it and gave
one
at
time 2,300,000 people, and, if
ant mothers which contains much band and envelope
read:
justice her first clue is entitled to
Seat
County
valuable Information, and many sugHearing.
pressed for room, would accommodate
"Mr. Joseph Gale, Ferndaie."
and shall receive all due credit It
of
a
nature.
Ry
of
agreement
gestions
helpful
the attorneys,
ployes' Magazine of the Rock Island find you. No call boy ever found an
probably 3,500,000 persons.
Ferndale waa a country postoffice abe has a photo to spare. I will see
BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO., Atlanta, Ca.
Hon. T. B. Catron
a mile away. The letter waa
post that lt Is published In the papers."
appearing for Lin,
They transport annually almost 900,- - Lines, H. U. Mudge, president, issues engine in a saloon or dive."
coin taxpayers, and Judge John Y.
marked from the city, and had Just
But is Mr. Gale under arreatr
010,000 passengers, each of whom a call to the employes of the road to
been received. As the Bennetta, asked the puzsled girL
Hewitt, representing the Board of
MADAME SHERRY" MARCH 27.
IT IS NOT STRANGE
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once. The laws serre no useful purpose and while the money cost or
their inspection does not come out of
ESTABLISHED 1S7S.
the pockets of the consumers in the
first instance, it does in last analysis.
PUBLISHED BY
It may be that after the repeal of the
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
the oil companies will not lower
laws
(Incorporated)
the price of their article; If they do
EDITOR not It will probably be so much the
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worse for them.
Another suggestion Is that the
mounted police laws be repealed. This
branch of the police power J the
state was orgsnixed in 1905. Ther
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tranmmia-tomay have been need for It'then: there
for
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is no need for It now. It costs money
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to support the mounted police and
a second class matter.
this money can be saved by repealing
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heavy expense anyway, and many ex
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Oatmeal Crisp

CORRUPT

(By Mr.. Mar, J. Lincoln.
Ab(Aot Boston Czoh&ook)

Melt one rounded taoleupoon Cottolena
and
cup sugar in
cup
level teaspoon
hot milk, add one-ha-lf
salt, one teaspoon lemon Juice, one cup
rolled oats (uncooked) and enough graham flour to make a soft dough. Drop
from a teaspoon some distance apart,
on a greased pan, shape with a wet
knife and bake in moderate oven.
Or,
add more flour and roll thin, cutting
as desired.
It is interesting to note the use Ej
WARD DECLARES WEAKNESS IN Mrs. Lincoln of Cottolene the
perfect
Hundreds of cooking ex
ELECTION LAW SHOULD BE
shortening.
perts are now Using this cooking fat
REMEDIED
exclusively.
one-ha- lf

PRACTICES
ACT

1 wish once more to
To The Optic:
upon
trespass
your space in order to
urge upon the republican party of this
state some legislation that will, as it
seems to rae, not fail to have the effect of not only raising the standard
and increasing the efficiency of the
party in tho new state, but will also

I.

one-ha- lf

912.

H
should be abolished without
scruple.
A third Improvement to our pres
ent laws that is strongly demanded
is a provision that campaign managers and candidates shall be required to publish their campaign contributions and expenditures.
What has been done in the past
need not, however, longer concern us.
Perhaps no blame should be attached
to those who in their enthusiasm took
advantage of the weaknesses of our
present laws. But the one thing that
is more important to the welfare of
the state than which party shall rule
is that honesty, political, commercial,
private, public and individual shall
be made the standard.
Both parties have in the past freely employed the methods described.
They are indefensible, and should no
longer be tolerated. Unless the evil
be eradicated at the root, it will be
hopeless to attempt to achieve results
by lopping off now and then troublesome branches, and usually for no
better reason than that they happen
to be thorns in our own tainted political flesh

presented was conflicting and uncer
tain and In view of all the facts no
indictments had been returned.
These much discussed affidavits are
said to have been in large measure
the work of an eminent gentleman
from Santa Fe, who had formerly demanded that he be permitted to repmuch
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resent the state in the proceedings,
leople at large.
who was determined to get his
and
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all the witlearned
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that
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been the party of real progress., Its
watchword has ever been "Reform,'' nesses did make statements regardWEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
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EMPRESS Flour &
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several carloads ot this beautiful dinner-ware- ,
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parobsse enabled the manufacturer to give as an exclusive design
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to
cost
the actual
and only ask you
pay percentage
expense."
St. It IB OI a DfWHIOl "Cosmos" desiffn and cannot be dnblleated la
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quality
tne manufacturer ana ourselves.
There Is a coupon In every sack of LARABE&'S Flour. Send us five
drar L, nostal or exnreaa money order, and we will
coupons and W.so In cash,
sent) you one of these heantlf
uy ireigot. Address coupons and re
mlttance to The China Department ot the Lsrsbee Flour Mills Company
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Hutchinson, Kansas. Be sure to write your name
The conrjona in LASABEE'S Floor are also stood for Rogers' Silverware
and other valuable premiums. Aak for descriptive circular.
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EMPRESS,
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Flour that makes Baking a Delight.
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Smart Showing of Boy's Suits
NEWEST STYLES FOR SPRING 1912
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The Maker's Guarantee on Each Suit.

THESE SUITS PLEASE.

$2.75 to $8.50
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Prescriptionist

J. C. Branch came in yesterday
from his home in Mora on business.
John L Zimmerman, civil engineer
is one of the Las Vegans visiting in
Santa Fe.
In yesterday
Mrs. N. Niel came
from her home in Shoemaker on a
shopping trip.
Miss May SchloU
last
returned
night from a short visit with friends
ill Albuquerque.
Attorney Elmer E. Veeder went to
Santa Fe Sunday and is now a visitor
:u the Capital City.
Mil nor Rudulph, a prominent ranchman of Mora, drove in yesterday on
a short business trip.
E. H. Blernbaum, deputy county-clerof Mora county, came in yesterday from Mora on businees.
R. Gemricher came In from
his
home In Onava this afternoon to purchase stock for his store there.
M. C. do Baca returned last night
from Santa Fe where he had been in
attendance at the republican state
convention.

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
our
prescription leaving
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

CO.

WINTERS DRUG
Phone Mail)

r

i

FANCY LACE

Mrs. F. L. Myers, accompanied by
Mrs. H. G. Coors, left this afternoon
in Mr. Myers' private enr for Albu-

COLLARS

querque.

AND

JABOTS
LATEST NOVELTIES IN
BELTS,
HANDBAGS,

SHIRTWAIST SETS,
LINK CUFF BUTTONS.

Hoffman

K

Graubarth.

PHONE MAIN 104
Always Something

New.

State of Ohio, city of Toledo,
ss.
Lucas County,
J. Cheney makes oath
Prank
that ho Is senior partner of the Arm
af P. J. Cheney & Co., doing business
in the City of Toledo, County and
State aforesaid, and that said firm
will pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED
DOLLARS for each and overy case of
Catarrh that cannot le cured by the
use of HALL'S CATAPP.H CURE
PRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribed
in my presence, this 6th day of December, A. D. 1886.
A. W. GLEASON.
(Seal)
Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Internally and acts directly upon the
blood and mucous surfaces of the
system. Send for testimonials free.
P. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for con

J. A. Conley, 'Santa Fe master mechanic with headquarters in Raton,
was in Las Vegas yesterday and to-

day on business.
Mrs. W. L. Gillim left last night
for Chicago, to attend the funeral of
Mr. GilUm's bother, news
of whose

death was received here last night
Mrs. H. C. Young returned this afternoon from Ohio. Mrs. Young accompanied the body of her brother,
who died here a short time ago, to
Dayton for burial.
David Schendell arrived yesterday
afternoon from hia former home in
Deerfield, Kan., with a car of horses
and farming implements. Mr. Schendell will move on the Corthan farm
on the mesa.
Miss Eileen Rosenthal is expected
to arrive from Philadelphia the early
part of next week. Miss Rosenthal
has been in Philadelphia for the past
six months, living with relatives and
attending school.
George Kahle, route agent of the
Wells Fargo Express company, left
this afternoon for El Paso. Mt. Kahle
has made his headquarters in Las Vegas for several months but will travel
out of the Pass City in the future.
Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Rankin and
daughter went from Santa Fe to La
Junta Saturday and, after spending
several days there, wl go to Denver
and on to Lawrence, Kan., where they
will reside,
m. and Mrs. Rankin
have been residents of Las Vegas a
number of years and they have many
friends here who are sorry to see
them leave the city.

SUCCESSOR

FOR

BUCK MAY BE

ti pation.

BELIEVE IN THE FUTURE
OF LA8 VEGA8?
If you do you will want to take a
tbance on two good business lots that
SUPERINTENDENT
OF
MOTIVE
can be bought now for
POWER ON ROCK ISLAND MAY
00
$1200
REPLACE SANTA FE MAN.
will double in value as
DO YOU

TAYLOR

These lots
soon as things begin to move. Buy
them now for $1200.00.
AGENCY
THE INVESTMENT &
CORPORATION, George A. Fleming,
Manager.

a

An eight-roobrick house, completed and ready to move into in four
days, is the record made in Chicago
this week. The house is one of the
exhibits at the Clay Products exposition, March 7 to 12. It was impossible
to get into the Coliseum to start the
work of construction until Saturday,
March 2, and the house had to be
completed by Thursday, March 7. The
contest has been watched with great
interest by architects, contractors,
builders and the general public. The
house is the prize brick bungalow
gwhlch was the choice out of 700 plans
Submitted by American architects In
The conBthe $1,000 prize contest.
struction
thorough, the walls being
double course of brick.

X

Cafe De Luxe

f

...The Best...
SHORT ORDERS

-

I

and

REGULAR DINNERS
HEPNER & BARNES, Props,

I
f

Albuquerque, N. M., March 12.
Closely following on the statement
made a few days ago by Vice Presi
dent W. B. Storey, Jr., of the Santa
Fe, during a visit to Albuquerque,
that the office of superintendent of
motive power on the Santa Fe system
would not be abolished, comes the re
port that C. M. Taylor, superintend
ent of motive power of the Louisiana
division of the Rock Island railroad,
has practically been decided on as the
successor of the late W. F. Buck. Mr.
Taylor is one of the best known rail
road men in the country and that his
acquisition by the Ripley road will be
a valuable one is generally admitted.
The reason for going to a foreign
Mr. Taylor, If
road and selecting
he is selected, is said vo be because of
the advancing age of the Important
mechanical superintendents,
which
has eliminated them from consideration for the place. There is only
one exception, and that is S. L. Bean,
formerly of Albuquerque, mechanical
superintendent of the coast lines.
However, Mr. Bean ig understood not
to care for the place, since his interests in the west would cause him to
prefer to remain there, whereas the
superintendent of motive power must
of necessity maintain his headquarters in Chicago.
The official announcement of a motive power superintendent is expected
in the next rew days, and tne impression prevails that the guess tnat
he will be C. M. Taylor is not a bad
one.
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BONUS

SYSTEM
TO-

EMPLOYES

12. Tbn
Topeka, Kjan., March
of
the
clerko
anions
system
the Santa Fe mechanical department
in Topeka has been abadoned. Among
the clerks on the coast lines the payment system has been abolished ajso.
It Is predicted freely among railroad
officials and others in Topeka tha
the entire bonus work on the Santa
Fe soon will be thrown in the trash

bonus

heap.
who was
When .'. vV Koodr-ck- ,
vice presidenc of the Santa Fe, resigned not many months ago it was
rumored that his resignsion called
for a complete change in the policy of
Slnce'W B. Storey,
his department.
Jr., vice president of the road, suc
cessor to J. W. Kendrick. has taken
charge, it is knowu that he has a
large number of changes in view.
Among them it is said that the bonus system will fall. Already he has
abolished it from the mechanical,
i
and the track departments. In
the shops proper, in the statistical
and 'n a few of the terminals the bonus still is paid. When these departments will fall is only a question of
a short time, acording to well founded rumors in Topeka.
W. B. Storey, Jr., is contemplating
a number of changes In the work
along the lines of the road. On his
recent trip of inspection and his conferences with President Ripley, it is
known that he has watched many interesting features. It is stated in
that the entire statistical depart
ment in this city is due to go. Vice
President Storey in a recent visit to
this city was dubious about the advantages of the statistical work.
In Topeka the bonus system now is
In use in the office of the car accountant and in the shops. Probably
3,500 men are working under these
schedules.
Many shopmen, like It.
Others are against it. The bonus
is fought like an enemy by the union
To-pek- n

men.

The tact that the bonus sytem
among the mechanical clerks was
abandoned has been carefully concealed at the mechanical offices of
the road in Topeka. Not for some
time have the clerks been entitled
to bonus.
But it has not leaked out
until today.
Officials at the head of the work
refuse to discuss the matter.'
The bonus system according to reports from the Santa Fe netted the
men thousands of dollars extra each
month. Under the bonus a man was
given a certain standard of work. If
they idW more than thlls standard
they were paid accordingly. Many
shopmen who had been making $60
a month regular wages were said to
have made as high as $130 a. month
under the bonus system.
Everybody reads The Optic.
SPECIAL SALE
on flowers all next week, half price
Mrs. L. P. Wright
DIRECTORS
ARE RETIRED
St. Louis, March 12. Henry I. Mil
Ier of New York and B. P. Edwards
of St. Louis were retired as directors
of the Missouri Pacific Railway com
pany and were succeeded by Jacob
H. Metcalf and Jay Gould at the an
nual meeting of the stockholders to
day.
E. Dowling, trainmaster, was in,
buquerque yesterday on businees.

Al-

Colonel R. E. Twitchell, assistant
Santa Fe solicitor for New Mexico,
returned yesterday from Santa Fe
Colonel Twlchell was a delegate from
San Miguel county to the republican
state convention.
A new post office has been estab
lished at Torreon, Torrance county,
.lose T. Varela has been appointed as
guardian of the mail at this point.
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"I think I'll have to change my position," declared the little
belligerently, as she closed the
drawers of the filing cabinet with a
force that would have smashed any
but a steel contrivance.
"Be calm, be calm!" remonstrated
the bookkeeper as he turned for fur- ther particulars. "Count one hundred
siowly and then tell me about it"
Well, I ve nearly, made up my
mind to change!" she exclaimed, dropping into a chair. "I'm going to look
for a private office, a private secretaryship!"
"Oh, ambition alls you, does it?"
The bookkeeper smiled knowingly.
"Salary ran low at Christmas?"
e
"No, it isn't that," objected the
stenographer, "but, of course, I'd
Just as soon have an increase of salShe
ary. I think I could use U."
"No, I think
paused, meditatively.
I'd be willing to stay here, if only to
remain in your company" he smiled
and bowed "even with the meager
stipend I now receive, if I could use
it for my own needs, and in my own
way!"
"Ah I Aged mother crippled brother educating little sister," suggested
the bookkeeper, helpfully.
"No," returned the little stenographer, with surprisingly little heat. "Not
that you mean it, and yet that's the
very reason! But it's some one else's
mother and brother and sister!" The
little stenographer looked at him out
of sad, wide eyes.

equipped to Test Eves, Grind
Lenses Either to Oculists' Prescription or
to Match a Broken Lense, fit and Repair
Frames and Mounting.
We are fully

You will Save Timely Having Your Work
Done in Las Vegas.

Extraordinary

"Say," exclaimed the bookkeeper,
you aren't playing square. You've
got to talk, not look sad. Why, in a
minute I'll be handing you my pay
envelope!"
"Well, to prevent such a dire catas
trophe I'll explain," she agreed. "It
begins In the morning about two min
utes after I get my hat off and my
pocket book by my side where all may
see It. The door opens, and as it's
my duty to greet all callers I have to
get up and talk. Now, all the men
have said not to call them except on
real business, and I can't tell every
beggar, or agent, or little hoy or girl,
to go see Mr. Brown or Mr. Daniels!
My position wouldn't be worth two
cents If I did! And I can't call Mr.
Brown or Mr. Daniels out to see
them, can I? No! But I have ears,
and they at once proceed to work on
my sympathies. They think if they
can't get the big men perhaps I can
help them a little. I look kind oh, I
know I do, for they all tell me
and won't I please help them out?
"I can't tell them that I have no
money, tot they see my giant bag, and
they know there must be something
In it. You may ask why I don't buy
a small bag, Just big enough for car
fare and lunches, but it's the honest
truth that I don't have enough money
left from my many charities to buy

MANUFACTURING

fE TAKE pleasure in
announcing to the
patrons of our theatre
have been able to
we
jhat
arrange, at great expense,
an exhibition of
Moving Picture
Masterpiece
"Selig'-Greate-

JEWELER AND OPTICIAN.

st

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY

"Cinderella"

lit-ti-

j

ROBERT J. TAUPERT,

Announcement

three reel, with Mist
Mabel Taliaferro, one of the
highest priced stars of the
American stag; in the name
Tri

Distributing
Agents

part. This production 'it
beyond doubt the ultimate
achievement of the world's
greatest picture maker, and
we are indeed fortunate in
being jblt to present to you
erb masterpiece of
this
photographic and dramatic
Watch for further
art.
announcements

BAIN

WAGONS

WEBER
EMERSON
McCGRMICK
Full Line of

IMPLEMENTS

SADDLES
SEEDS

VEHICLE

HARNESS

THE BROWNE
THE PLAZA

THEATRE

X

LAS VEGAS, N. M.

Capital Paid in

Surplus
$50,000.00

$100,000.00

J. n.

President

CUNNINOHAM.

PRANK SPRINQBR,

HOSKINS, Cashier.

LAS VEGAS
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

LqlS Vegas

Savings Bank

Capital Stock, $30,000.00
Office with the San Miguel National Bank

one!

"It might be all right and do my
soul good, if only I felt charitable
but I don't, not a bit! I fairly despise
every youngster who pleads. 'I'm trying to earn money by selling this
chewing gum or "these beautiful
cards!" And when a woman explains
that she must have $10 to pay her
rent or else be compelled to go out
on the street with a
baby, I'm fairly nauseated!

Wm. G.

Haydon

H. W. Kelly
D. T. Hoskins

President
Vice President

Treasurer

Interest PeJd on Deposits

three-month-o-

"No, it Isn't charity, not a bit of it.
"Now, I like to give something sometimes when I feel that I can spare it,
but I don't like to do the charity work
for this whole big establishment Why,
I give to everybody!
And why? For

pure shame! Thafs all It is I'm
ashamed not to! Somehow or other,
everybody makes me feel that I'm a
selfish pig if I don't help, and I'm
sorry all the time they are talking
and ever afterward that I'm bo soft
but I can't help it I
"So you see, the only remedy I
know of is a private secretaryship,
where I can give commands to the
outer office force not to call me for
anything at all! Do you happen to
know of anybody who is In need of
my services in that capacity?"
$15,000,000 Forged in 1911.
"Albert S. Osborn, author of 'Questioned Documents,' and an authority
on the subject, declares that the forgery loss In this country for the year
1011 is fully $16,000,000," writes Frank
Marshall White In the Munsey. In an
article, "The Day of the Forger," the
writer quotes Osborn as saying:
"Clever penmen are leaving a trail of
bad checks reaching from Portland,
Me., to Portland, Ore. Banks and hotels are naturally the shining marks
of the forger; but nearly, if not
quite, aa much money Is paid out on
forgeries by individuals, small storekeepers, and business houses as by all
the banks and hotels combined.
A
large proportion, especially of the
unreported forgeries, Is in amounts
of less than $100. If the forger of a
small check has vanished, and only
a doubtful clue remains, the natural
impulse is not to "send good money
after bad." In most cases, nothing is
done, and the criminal goes on his
way unhampered and unafraid. Banks
naturally do not care to thave it
known that they pay out customers'
money on forged paper, and if the
forger is gone they are not inclined
to take much trouble to find him." "

WHY IT PAYS TO BUY
ADVERTISED GOODS
Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his product, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised
goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

It

Always Pays to Buy Advertised Goods

J
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need us, when ho can give to us rather than wo to him. It is not always
more blessed to give than to receives
sometimes the position Is reversed.
Besides which there are more ways of
giving than one, and the prosperous
friend may really be in sore want of
our sympathy, our tender affection and
counsel; he may also long for our acceptance of that which it will be a
Joy to him to expend upon us. To
give nobly Is a vert fine thing; it Is
an equally fine thing to accept nobly.
It is easy to be true to our friena
when he Is in trouble, wben ne is
down, when others fly from Him, wnen
others despite and neglect him. The
response to such a call is one of
friendship's deepest Joys. But In times
when we can do nothing for him,
us,
when he makes no claim upon
when he is In the sunshine and all
things go well with him it Is then
that the sifting of our friendship
comes. If wo can pass the test of his
prosperity we need not be much afraid
of his adversity. This is what is meant
to be his friend through thick and

ud

Tests of

'Friendship

j
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THE OPTIC DOES JOB PRINTING.

if

The Optic's Job Department is Equip
ped to do Any Kind of Job Printing.

DO YOU NEED BUSINESS

DO YOU NEED OFFICE

OR CALLING CARDS?

STATIONERY?

The Optic Can Furnish Them.

The Optic Can Furnish it.

ARE YOU G0IN6 TO HAVE A PUBLIC

SALE MR. FARMER?

The Optic Can Furnish The Sale Bills.
Are You Going to Make Reduction in Certain
Lines, Mr. Merchant?
The Optic Can Furnish You With Handbills
And Advertising Space, a Combination That
Cannot be Beat For Successful Results, rf? Jr

E

Have You a Book or Catalogue
To be Published?
The Optic is Prepared to do Book Work.

Blank and Loose Leaf Books Can

Al

ways be Obtained of The Optic T

The Job Department is Presided Over by an Expert Commercial
Printer And is Supplied With The Most Modern Machinery.
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Prices Are The Lowest Consistent
With the Best of Labor and Material.

LET US FIGURE OH YOUR NEXT JOB.

The Optic Publishing Co
PHONE MAIM 2.
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1

Roast
chicken dinner
Kitchen tomorrow.

LOCAL NEWS

Fancy Imported

flalaga Grapes
Per Pound 20 c

Colorado Sweet Cider

Per Gallon 50c

IKE DAVIS
THE CASH GROCER

SWEET PEAS
and no grounds however extensive or magnificent should fail to
include many varieties of this most

Popular Flower
the

Famous Spencer Varieties
In Individual Colors, also (he Regular Variety in Individual
Colors, and the Popular Variety, Mixed. Can give you these
or PACKAGES.

BULK

NEXT SUNDAY IS

SAINT PATRICK'S DAY

Also Sweet Pea Day.
t

JZm4gy tfrat Saint Patrick wearing

a Green
Necktie a Shamrock, carrying a Banner of Sweet
Peas? and standing on St. Patrick's Mountain
Preached to the Snakes driving them all out of
Ireland. Hence the Good OMEN any thing begun on
this day will bring GREAT RESULTS. Therefore
plant your Sweet Peas, on St. PATRICK'S DAY
early in the morning and then watch them grow.
,.

mi'

J.

WEEKS GOES FOR
ARRIVAL OF

Racharach Rrothera have brought
suit in the district court against Juan
B Coca for the collection of an account amounting to $160.

A TRIAL IN
SPRING CLOTHING

WICHITA

at White

The Las Vegas lodge of Blks will
hold an important meeting tonight rn
O. R. C. hall, and a large attendELONGATED TWIRLER OF DUKE
There will be no regular rehearsal the
ance of the membership Is expected
if the Greater Las Vegas band b
CITY GRAY8 TO MAKE DEBUT
to be present Tonight the lodge will
night.
IN FAST COMPANY
elect officers for next year. Accordto
the
constitution of the order,
Pinch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged ing
"Rube" Weeks, well known here
in the wood. Direct from distillery candidates for the various offices
were nominated several weeks ago.
to you. At the Lobby, of course
as the right, hand bower of Daniel
Pad la, manager of the Albuquerque
The interior walls of the Wells
years ago :S2 horses wen Grays, has gone to Wichita, Kan.,
Fargo office and of the halls and stolen from the
pasture of Peter Roth where he hope to make his debut in
apartments in the building are being on the Hot
Springs boulevard. Since the Western league a tremendous
decorated. N'lsson and Sack man are that time Mr.
Roth has succeeded in success. He has ins famous "bean
doing the work.
19
of the animals. Yes ball" working in great shape and
recovering
terday Mr. Roth recognized one of there are many who believe the
The regular weekly meeting of the his horses
hitched to the wagon of a "Rube," if given a fair chance, will
Ladles' Guild of St. Paul's Memorial native farmer. He
on for a regular meal UckeL
proved his owner catch
Episcopal church was held this after- ship and the animal was returned to The Albuquerque Journal says:
noon at the home of Mrs. W. J. Mills him.
Accompanied by a large, brand new
on Seventh street.
sole leather suit case and a bat case
Attention has been called to the enclosing his trusty willow, Hermene-JildThe Ladies' Altar Guild of the
S. Weeks,
better Known as
fact that large numbers of the trees
Church of the Immaculate Conception
in the city need trimming. In many "Rube" Weeks, left Albuquerque last
will meet, tomorrow afternoon at 2:30
limbs are hanging but a few night on No. 8, for Wichita, Kan.,
o'clock with Mrs. H. W. Kelly at her places
feet
above
the walks and It Is neces- Rube is going to train with the
home on Sixth street.
sary for tall persons to duck their Wichita ball club at a resort near that
and is expected to make good as
San Miguel county citizens secured heads In order to make their way. city,
a member of the pitching staff for
The
tree
a
health
Is
of
if
much
better
good appointments at the hands of
the Kansas town.
the state legislature. Manuel D. Pino it and the neighboring trees are kept Rube has
played ball for the past
too
as
well
Is
much shade
trimmed,
was made sergeant at arms and
three years with the' local teams
to
known
be
damaging.
as
Segura was selected
which have represented Albuquerque
reading clerk of the senate.
in annual tournaments at the state
At an enthusiastic meeting of the fair and in
many other games. He has
The regular monthly meeting of the East Las Vegas fire
department, made good with the local crowd and
city council will be held tomorrow which was held last night, J. B.
is a favorite with Albuquerque fans
night in the chambers In the city hall. Ament and Walter Hayward were iniwho unite In wishing him well in his
A full attendance of the councilman
tiated into membership. The secret new field.
as
desired
a
is
is
there
considerable work of this organization is said to
Weeks hag been one of the mainamount of Important business which rival in excitement the initiations and
of the local pitching staff, and
stays
demands attention.
srtrange rites of any other lodge on has a record
of 13 strikeouts per
the face of the globe. Messrs. game for one
which is admitseason,
A new postofflce haa been establish
Hayward and Ament emerged from tedly going a few. Two
years ago he
Colfax
ed at Sugarite,
county, with the ordeal in good order
although
Ernest T. Underwood as postmaster. thjedr n4ni8 are awerted to have had an average of 12 and one-hal-f
Strikeouts in every game in which he
Jessie Tanners has been appointed been a trifle disturbed.
They were pitched.
at Judson, Roosevelt able, howevr, to join with the other
postmaster
He signed his contract with the
county, and George A. Ritzenheimer firemen in disposing of the bounteous
Wichita
club last June, and was achas been appointed to the position of luunch that was served later In the
a
corded
salary of large size, considpostmaster at Cowles, San Miguel evening.
ering that he is a recruit. Rube fully
county.
appreciates the fact, that it is now up
to him to make good, and is settling
The books and records of the United
down to work right on the dot, reStates court for the Fourth Judicial SCHOOL CHILDREN TO
district are still in the possession of
porting on March 12, as he was
William B. Stapp, former clerk of the
He is just another of the
HAVE A VACATION
oart. Mr, Stapp has .prepared the
Albuquerque boys who bid fair to
break into big leage ball with- - a
books for shipment to the new clerx,
Harry F. Lee of Santa Fe, and will BOARD OF EDUCATION GRANTS large noise, as he learned all he
knows about baseball in playing with
send them to the capital as soon as
WEEK'S HOLIDAY BEGINNING
local teams.
he receives a request
MARCH 22
The local fans will miss Rube's familiar
figure from the pitcher's box
is
The dynamometer car, which
As was planned at one of the meetthis year, but are glad of his good
a
of
test
of
several
making
thorough
ings of the school board several
the new 1300 type of engines in use months ago the "public schools of East fortune.
on fast passenger service In New Las Vegas will have a
spring vacaMexico, came in yesterday afternoon tion of a week. At the regular meet
SHIP ON THE ROCKS.
on late train No. 10 from Albuquerque ing last night the date for this holi
Gaviota, Calif., March 12. The tank
with engine No. 1320. Last week this day was announced as from March steamer
Rosecrans, of the Associated
dynanometer car made several trips 22 to April 1. Coming at a time half Oil company, went on the rocks near
with engine No. 1316 between here way between the Christmas holidays here
early today and one sailor was
and the Duke City.
and the end of the school year this drowned in an attempt to reach shore
vacation will be welcomed by both in a small boat. The Falls of Clyde,
the teachers and pupils.
an Associated Oil company sailing
At the meeting last night it was vessel, is flying signals of distress.
made known that Miss Helen Schaef
IF THERE'S A BETTER
er, teacher of the second grade at the
PACKERS' HOPES DASHED.
Douglaa avenue school, would resign
WAY TO DO LAUNDRY
on April 1 and immediate steps will
Chicago, March IS. United States
be taken by the board to fill the vac District Judge Carpenter today deancy. Miss Schaefer is to be one of clined to take from the jury the case
Than the way we do it, we
of the ten Chicago packers charged
the
early spring brides.
are not aware of it. We have
The report of Superintendent Rufus with conspiracy In maintaining a comthe most modern machinery
Mead showed the schools of the East bination in restraint of trade under
made anywhere and the meside to be in a flourishing condition. the Sherman law, and discharged the
thods we use are right up to
The registration for the second and defendants.
now.
last semester of the school year was
713, which 's next to the largest en
Read The Optic.
rollment in the history of the schools.
The city physician reported the health
Send Your Clothes to us
conditions of the city as good. DurAt Once
ing the past winter there has been a
considerable amount
of contagious
diseases of a less dangerous nature
Then you'll know that there is
but, at the present rating the slate
one laundry that can do work
is practically clean.
H. B. Hubbard, newly appointed
to suit you and that it doesn't
member of the school board, who
ask a fortune for doing a fasucceeded Dr. H. M. Smith, was In
LETTUCE
mily washing either.
attendance at the meeting last night
and showed himself to be an active
SPINACH
and interested worker in thiB division
of public life.
RADISHES

We

H. STEARNS,
GROCER.

COAL AND WOOD
NUT

SLTGARITE LUMP
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
J Wm C ON D OH
fW-M"-

,af

Subscribe tor The Optic

Clothing for Spring and we
want to impress you with the

fad, that the Patterns and

AT

HOUSE OF QUALITY

"Spring Suit"
Copyright

Hn

SchaAer

GREENBERGER.

It Mux

A SQUARE DEAL.
MR, MERCHANT

You who are doubtful
about Electric Advertising.
Customers follow the light,
put up an Electric Sign and
have your windows lighted
by our special low flat rate.
WE FURNISH

Laundry
Phone Main

81

617 Douglas

Las Vegas Light & Power Co.

Jefferson Raynoids President
Hal.'ett Raynoids Cashier
fl. Erie Hoke Asst Cashier

E. D. Raynoids Vice President
Stephen B. Davis Vice President

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.

Capital, r$100, 000 Surplus, and Undividbd'.Pkofits $35,000
back adopts every desirable method of modern
While this
it never loses sight of that essential qoalityi Absolute

We Always Have
THE BEST OF EATABLES

TULIPS

NARCISSUS

HYACINTHS
& Hayward Co.

'Push the Button and Rest

RestChairs
m w,

i nerp

i

in

rusn

nunon

'THEPUSH BUTTON

KNO

507 Sizlb Street

:rry onion

&

while you journey
through life why

not live by the
way; ,
.

,

,

,

,

With a

Roy'al Rest
Chair

YOUNG ONIONS

Florida and Old Mexico

California Oranges
Florida Grape Fruit
Colorado Apples
Yucatan Bananas

tilt

Slide,

In Your Home

We have a nice assortment at from $8.00 to $25.00
It costs you nothing to see and try one.
If yon try one you will buy.

in price

J. C. JOHNSEN & SON

A- T-

In Pots or Cut,

Store

Safety

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

FOR RENT Two unfurnished rooms.
408 Washington ave.

SIGN

THE

FRESH

TOMATOES

TheGraaf

Mo-

dels are handsomer than ever
before, our aim is to improve
each season, and this season's
patterns show the effect of our
efforts. A great share of our
Hart Schaffner and Marx suits
are now in and displayed and
we would be pleased to have
you look them over. We realize
A little later you will be thinking,

Las Vegas Steam

THE

are now receiving our

o

No garden is too small for a row. of

ther in

at White

io

ft

a

Roast chicken dinner
Kitchen tomorrow.

12, 1912.
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AT THE .STORE OF

We Have to Offer you

Try a a ram of Old Taylor bourbon
i
the Opera Bar.

MARCH

son

Phone Vests 121

BOUCHER'S

EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

